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CAPE TOWN: Cricket will venture into new territory
when South Africa tackle Zimbabwe in the first official
four-day Test match to be played at St George’s Park in
Port Elizabeth starting on Tuesday.

It is an experiment, which will also be played with a
pink ball as a day/night encounter, that has been met
with more enthusiasm in Zimbabwe than their hosts,
who will have a number of their experienced campaign-
ers back in action.

Zimbabwe coach Heath Streak believes cutting a day
from the game will force teams to score quicker, and
that means taking more risks, which could play into the
hands of so-called minnow nations. “In terms of higher
and lower ranked (teams), it is much harder to bat a
team out (of the game) because in doing so you might
make it harder to win the test,” Streak said this week.

“It’s a challenge, though the 98 overs in a day does
make it a four-and-a-half day test. It will be interesting
and exciting to be part of, hopefully it is something that
does work out for the future of test cricket.”

Zimbabwe warmed up for the fixture with a five-
wicket loss to a South African Invitation XI in Paarl, a
game that was played under lights. There were half-cen-
turies for Hamilton Masakadza, Ryan Burl and Chamu
Chibhabha, but the rest of the batsmen struggled over
the two innings against a largely inexperienced bowling
attack.

Captain Graeme Cremer was the pick of the tourists’
bowlers as his leg-spin provided eight wickets in the
match. Fast bowler Blessing Muzarabani and Burl, both
uncapped at test level, could make their debuts.

AB IS BACK
South Africa have batsman AB de Villiers available

for selection again after he ended his self-imposed exile
from Test cricket, while Dale Steyn, Vernon Philander
and Morne Morkel have all recovered from injuries to
bolster the seam attack.

Steyn played in the warm-up game in Paarl and
although he bowled well within himself, the fast bowler
created a number of chances off the bat in his wicketless
12 overs while conceding just 16 runs.

“He has been a champion bowler for a long time and
along with James Anderson is probably the best of the
modern generation in terms of wickets taken, games
played and the way he has led the South African attack
for a number of years,” South Africa coach Ottis Gibson
told reporters.

The match is the start of a busy summer for South
Africa, who also play three home five-day Tests against
India and four versus Australia, to go with a number of
matches in the shorter formats. — Reuters
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Lightning Boult destroys Windies 
as New Zealand clinch series

Worker and Munro give New Zealand a flying start

CHRISTCHURCH: A career best seven for 34 by Trent
Boult destroyed the West Indies as New Zealand
wrapped up their one-day international series with a
game to spare in Christchurch yesterday.

Boult had three for six after his first three overs as
the West Indies fell apart at the start of their innings
after being set an imposing 326-run target.  The
tourists struggled through to 121 before Boult finished
off the tail to give New Zealand victory by 204 runs to
go with their five-wicket win in the first ODI on
Wednesday.

When Boult had finished off the West Indies top
order, Lochie Ferguson plucked out the middle with
three wickets in 10 deliveries, including Jason
Mohammed and Rovman Powell with successive balls.

New Zealand, sent into bat first, posted a healthy
325 for six after an impressive final 10 overs by Henry
Nicholls and Todd Astle which produced 103 runs.
Nicholls, given out lbw on 22 but reinstated on review
when replays showed the ball would have missed the
stumps, went on to be unbeaten on 83 at the close.

Astle went for 49 in the final over after the pair had

put on a whirlwind 130 for the sixth wicket. George
Worker and Colin Munro gave New Zealand a flying
start, reaching 50 off 40 deliveries before Sheldon
Cottrell removed Munro (30) and his replacement Neil
Broom (six) in quick succession. 

Worker and Ross Taylor kept the run rate at better
than a run-a-ball in a 58-run partnership until Worker,
who had been dropped on seven, was removed by
Ronsford Beaton for 58.  West Indies captain Jason
Holder reduced New Zealand to 186 for five when he
removed Tom Latham and Taylor in the space of 11
balls, leaving Nicholls and Astle to build the formidable
target. 

Nicholls’ 83 came off 62 balls and included two sixes
and seven fours, while Astle faced 45 deliveries for his
49 but only reached the boundary three times.  For the
West Indies, Sheldon Cottrell took three for 62. The
West Indies struggled throughout their reply with Shai
Hope’s 23 their best performance with the bat. 

The third and final match in the series will be on
Tuesday at Hagley Oval where New Zealand have now
won all seven ODIs they have played there. — AFP

CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand’s Trent Boult appeals for a LBW call on West Indies batsman Jason Mohammed dur-
ing the second one-day international (ODI) cricket match.— AFP

CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand’s Henry Nicholls bats during the second one-day international (ODI) cricket match
between New Zealand and the West Indies at Hagley Oval in Christchurch yesterday. — AFP

SCOREBOARD

New Zealand Innings
G. Worker c R. Powell b Beaton 58
C. Munro c J. Mohammed b Cottrell 30
N. Broom c Holder b Cottrell 6
R. Taylor c K. Hope b Holder 57
T. Latham c K. Hope b Holder 20
H. Nicholls not out 83
T. Astle b Cottrell 49
D. Bracewell not out 5
Extras (lb-3 w-14) 17
Total (for 6 wickets, 50 overs) 325
Fall of wickets: 1-50 C. Munro, 2-66 N. Broom, 3-124 G. Worker, 4-
169 T. Latham, 5-186 R. Taylor, 6-316 T. Astle
Did not bat: M. Henry, L. Ferguson, T. Boult
Bowling: S. Cottrell 10-0-62-3(w-2); J. Holder 10-0-52-2(w-1); R.
Beaton 8-0-60-1(w-3); S. Gabriel 10-0-75-0(w-3); A. Nurse 10-0-
45-0(w-4); R. Powell 2-0-28-0(w-1).

West Indies Innings
E. Lewis c Bracewell b Boult 10

K. Hope b Boult 4
S. Hope c Latham b Boult 23
S. Hetmyer c Worker b Boult 2
J. Mohammed c&amp;b Ferguson 18
J. Holder c Munro b Ferguson 13
R. Powell b Ferguson 0
A. Nurse c Worker b Boult 27
S. Cottrell c Latham b Boult 8
R. Beaton not out 12
S. Gabriel b Boult 0
Extras (lb-1 nb-1 w-2) 4
Total (all out, 28 overs) 121
Fall of wickets: 1-10 K. Hope, 2-15 E. Lewis, 3-21 S. Hetmyer, 4-52 S.
Hope, 5-70 J. Mohammed, 6-70 R.Powell, 7-86 J. Holder, 8-100 S.
Cottrell, 9-121 A. Nurse, 10-121 S. Gabriel
Bowling: M. Henry 7-0-36-0; T. Boult 10-3-34-7; D. Bracewell 5-0-
19-0(w-2); L. Ferguson 4-0-17-3(nb-1); T. Astle 2-0-14-0.
Result: New Zealand won by 204 runs 

Scoreboard in the second One Day International between New Zealand and West Indies yesterday in Christchurch, New Zealand.

MELBOURNE: England’s players owed under-fire
skipper Joe Root their utmost to turn the tables on
dominant Australia in the showpiece Boxing Day Test in
Melbourne, wicketkeeper Jonny Bairstow said yester-
day. The Ashes has already been decided with Australia
taking the first three Tests, but England is scrambling to
avoid an embarrassing 5-0 series whitewash. Bairstow
said captain Root was coping with the growing pres-
sure and the England team was working hard to break
their run of outs against the Australians in the fourth
Test, starting at the Melbourne Cricket Ground on
Tuesday. “We don’t just owe him (Root), we owe our-
selves as well,” Bairstow told reporters. “It’s something
that you don’t come away and work as hard as we work
to get nothing out of at all.

“So without doubt in these next two games it’s a
case of, in our eyes, a two-Test series now and that’s
exactly how we’ve got to look at it. “We’ve got to go
out there and try and win both of these Test matches.”

Root has been in the firing line leading a disastrous
England tour and has been blasted by former Australia
captain Ricky Ponting as looking like a “little boy” who
has been a “bit soft” during the Ashes defeat.

Ponting senses Root is struggling to command the
respect a leader needs, and suggests that has been
demonstrated by some of England’s off-field controver-
sies. “Those things show a complete lack of respect for
him as captain,” Ponting told reporters.

“To be honest, I think he has been under pressure
right from the start because of things that have been
happening off the field.”  Bairstow “headbutted”
Australia’s Cameron Bancroft in a bar in October, while
this month England Lions batsman Ben Duckett was
suspended for pouring a drink over England bowler
James Anderson.

Ponting said England need Root to “step up big
time” and criticised him for being “too shy” in his post-
match news conferences. “The way he answered a lot of
the questions after the game last week seemed almost
like a little boy,” said Ponting. “You need to be more
than that as a leader, especially when things aren’t
going well. It just looks like it has been a little bit soft.”

ENGLAND ‘BLOWN AWAY’ 
Ponting, who captained Australia in 77 of his 168

Tests between 1995 and 2012, said England had been
“blown away” in the series. Despite Root winning all
three tosses, Australia won by 10 wickets in Brisbane,
120 runs in Adelaide and an innings and 41 runs in

Perth. “They have been completely blown away. Unless
you can find some drastic ways to get better, I’m not
sure how they are going to improve,” Ponting said.

Ponting said Root’s batting-he has scored only 176
runs at 29.33 — was showing the effects of leading a
beaten team. “Look at some of the shots he’s played. It
looks as though something is playing on his mind a little
bit,” Ponting said.

“They are not the shots you would expect from one
of the best players in the world, and certainly not some-
one trying to lead from the front.” Paceman Tom Curran
and leg-spinner Mason Crane are in line to debut for
England in Melbourne, with fast bowler Craig Overton
in doubt with a cracked rib. — AFP
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KARACHI: Pakistan have recalled experienced open-
er Azhar Ali for their one-day international series in
New Zealand next month, but left batsman Ahmed
Shehzad and allrounder Imad Wasim out of the squad.

Former captain Ali’s return meant there was no

place in the 15-member squad for Shehzad, who
failed to impress against Sri Lanka in the United Arab
Emirates last month. Pakistan won all five ODIs
against Sri Lanka, but go into the five-match New
Zealand series having lost eight of their last 11 ODI
series.

“We kept the conditions in New Zealand in mind
and the recent performances of some players in the
domestic tournament,” chief selector Inzamam-ul-
Haq said after the squad announcement yesterday.

Ali was rested for the Sri Lanka series, but is now
fully fit after recovering from a knee problem, Haq
added.  Fast bowler Junaid Khan has been ruled out
of the New Zealand ODIs because of a fracture in his

right foot, and Wasim failed a fitness test after
reporting discomfort in his knee.

Fast bowler Aamer Yamin replaces Junaid in the
squad. Sarfraz Ahmed continues as captain, having
led Pakistan to victory in the Champions Trophy in
June. Pakistan’s first ODI against New Zealand is in
Wellington on January 6. The two sides will also play
three Twenty20s, for which Pakistan will make a sep-
arate squad announcement. Pakistan - Sarfraz Ahmed
(captain), Azhar Ali, Fakhar Zaman, Imam-ul-Haq,
Babar Azam, Shoaib Malik,  Mohammad Hafeez, Haris
Sohail, Faheem Ashraf, Shadab Khan, Mohammad
Nawaz, Mohammad Amir, Hasan Ali, Aamer Yamin,
Rumman Raees. — Reuters
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PERTH: England captain Joe Root (L) speaks with bowler Stuart Broad (R) on day four of the third Ashes cricket
Test match. — AFP


